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ABSTRACT

Air quality networks need revision and optimisation as instruments and network requirements, both scientific

and societal, evolve over time. Assessing and optimising the information content of a monitoring network is a

non-trivial problem. Here, we introduce a methodology formulated in a variational framework using an air

quality model to simulate the dispersion of carbonmonoxide (CO) as a passive tracer at the city scale.We address

the specific case of adding or removing stations, and the more general situation of optimally distributing a given

number of stations in a domain taking into account transport patterns and spatial factors such as population

density and emission patterns.We consider three quality indicators: precision gain, information gain and degrees

of freedom for a signal. These metrics are all functions of the singular values of the sensitivity matrix that links

emissions and observations in the variational framework.We illustrate the application of the methodology in the

case of Santiago (33.58S, 70.58W, 500m a.s.l.), a city of ca. 7 million inhabitants with significant pollution levels.

We deem information gain as the best of the above indicators for this case.We then quantify the actual evolution

of Santiago’s network and compare it with the optimal configuration suggested by our methodology and with

results previously obtained using a statistical approach. The application is restricted to diurnal and summer

conditions, for which the dispersion model shows a good agreement with observations. The current method

offers advantages in that it allows extending a network to include new sites, and it explicitly considers the effects

of dispersion patterns, and desired weighting functions such as emission fluxes and population density. We find

that Santiago’s air quality has improved two-fold since 1988, regarding CO under diurnal summer conditions.

Still, according to our results, the current configuration could be improved by integrating more suburban

stations in the southwest of the basin.
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1. Introduction

Observing systems, in general, and air quality networks, in

particular, need revision and optimisation as monitoring

instruments, scientific and societal requirements change

over time. The objectives of an air quality monitoring net-

work are multiple, including compliance of air quality

standards, evolution of air quality and efficiency of curbing

measures, as well as quantifying impacts on human health,

ecosystems and climate. The question of how to best sample

airborne pollutants in a monitoring network is non-trivial.

The difficulties arise from the questions of defining location,

sampling frequency and choice of variable to measure, and

so on, in an optimal sense according to different criteria,

and the large number of potential sites and times to collect

data in a given system. In general, optimal network design

is framed as a complex optimisation or decision problem

(Caselton and Zidek, 1984; Zidek and Zimmerman,

2010). Currently, urban sustainability in the framework of

a changing climate, and the need for combining multiple
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observing platforms, poses new challenges to the optimal

design of networks (Lahoz and Schneider, 2014). There is an

increasing body of literature addressing optimal network

design in connection with air quality problems. Several

approaches have been suggested over the last decades. There

are those using pure measurements and statistics, and those

using pure numerical simulations, as well as combinations

of both. Of course, many of these methodologies allow

network reduction or extension and weighted criteria under

suitable social, economic or technical restrictions (e.g.

Langstaff et al., 1967; Husain and Khan, 1983; Shindo

et al., 1990; Trujillo�Ventura and Ellis, 1991; Nychka and

Saltzman, 1998; Tseng and Chang, 2001; Bocquet, 2005a,

2005b; Kanaroglou et al., 2005; Kao andHsieh, 2006; Abida

et al., 2008; Elkamel et al., 2008; Abida and Bocquet, 2009;

Ainslie et al., 2009; Mofarrah and Husain, 2010; Wu et al.,

2010; Romary et al., 2011; Saunier et al., 2011; Sturman

et al., 2011; Wu and Bocquet, 2011; Ruiz-Cárdenas et al.,

2012; Osses et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013;

Cioaca and Sandu, 2014; Gómez-Losada et al., 2014;

Romary et al., 2014; Zidek et al., 2000, 2014).

In this work, we introduce a methodology formulated in

a variational framework, that is, based on the optimisation

of quality indicators as functions of the analysis covariance

matrix in the context of data assimilation. Therefore, the

methodology also incorporates transport and mixing in

a city by means of the sensitivity matrix calculated using

a chemistry transport model (CTM). In this way, we quan-

tify the changes in quality of a monitoring network when

adding or removing stations, and when searching for the

optimal spatial distribution of a given number of stations in

a domain. We use three quality indicators: precision gain,

information gain and degrees of freedom for the signal

(DFS) (Shannon, 1948; Rodgers, 2000; Fisher, 2003). These

metrics are used in optimal network design, but they are

seldom put in a common framework. In fact, we show these

metrics in terms of singular values of the sensitivity matrix

that links emissions and observations in the variational or

data assimilation framework. This methodology seems to

be new in the context of network design for atmospheric

dispersion. Indeed, even if these indicators (degrees of free-

dom, information content, total precision) are widely used

in meteorological data assimilation, they are not exten-

sively used in atmospheric chemistry data assimilation

or atmospheric network design. The methodology also

allows to weight in emission fields, population density or

other spatially varying characteristics in a straightforward

manner.

In sum, the present study includes the intercomparison of

several network quality indicators, the use of geographical

weights to obtain realistic and feasible networks, and a

clear methodology to test the robustness analysis of the

proposed optimisation procedure with respect to the initial

network.

Furthermore, we apply the proposed methodology at a

city scale to the case of Santiago in Chile (33.58S, 70.58W,

500m a.s.l.). The air quality monitoring network of

Santiago de Chile, a city of ca. 6 million inhabitants with

significant levels of pollution, has evolved as stations have

been removed and relocated, and the spatial coverage has

grown to include present-day suburban stations, as shown

in Fig. 1. These changes have been motivated by the need

to monitor the attainment of air quality standards in a city

that has rapidly expanded (Romero and Ordenes, 2004),

and changed its emission rates and patterns (Gallardo

Fig. 1. Santiago’s air monitoring sites (black dots) and stations

symbols (white letters) for the years 1988, 1997 and 2009. The main

topographic features of the Santiago basin are also shown (shading).

The approximate urban�rural limit for the years 1989, 1996 and

2010 is shown in a black line (www.ocuc.cl). The area in which

stations can be placed in this study is indicated by a dashed line.
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et al., 2012), similar to many other cities in the world

(Zhu et al., 2012). For this application, we use a modelling

realisation described by Saide et al. (2009) and Saide et al.

(2011a). These simulations describe the dispersion of car-

bon monoxide (CO) over Santiago de Chile under diurnal

conditions in a summer month. We further address the

evolution of the air quality network in terms of its

information gain by taking into account both the number

and the location of CO stations. We discuss the pros and

cons of the variational approach introduced here and

compare it with the results of a statistical approach pre-

viously presented by Osses et al. (2013).

In the next section, we introduce various metrics to

quantify changes in the information content of a network

including precision gain (pg), information gain (ig) and

DFS (ds). Section 3 covers how these metrics are applied to

address the addition and removal of stations, and to the

question of optimal design of a monitoring network, in-

cluding the use of geographical weighting functions such as

population density and emission patterns. In Section 4, we

apply this methodology to the case of Santiago’s air quality

network and its evolution. Summary and conclusions are

presented in Section 5.

2. Quantifying the quality of a network

In the context of optimal network design using a variational

approach, one encounters the use of various metrics to

assess the quality of an observing system. Here, we consider

three indicators of relative changes in quality: precision

gain, information gain andDFS (e.g. Rodgers, 2000). Along

these lines, one can evaluate a set of stations in an air quality

network to improve the precision of the estimate of

an unknown parameter, for example, emissions of a given

tracer, here CO. In this particular case, by assuming a linear

relationship between emissions and observations of CO, one

links emissions x with measured observations y at the sites

of a given network, using the sensitivity matrixH (with rank

r�0 and an associate error o

y ¼ Hxþ e: (1)

This is a reasonable assumption for CO at the city scale

since it behaves as a transport tracer (e.g. Saide et al.,

2011b). Note that the sensitivity matrix H is calculated for

unitary emissions and evaluated at each observation site.

Thus, H depends on mixing and transport, and the location

and timing of the observation network.

Before specifying the selected quality metrics, let us in-

troduce the basic definitions and notations of the data assi-

milation framework (e.g. Daley, 1993; Bouttier and Courtier,

1997; Kalnay, 2003). Let xt be the true n-dimensional

state and xb its background estimate with error covariance

B, that is, xb � Nðxt;BÞ. Let yo be the m-dimensional

measurement observation vector with error covariance R,

that is, yo � NðHxt;RÞ. Let us assume that B and R are

positive definite matrices. The analysis (estimate) of the state

xa is the unique solution of the optimisation problem

min
x

JðxÞ :¼ 1

2
k Hx� y0 k2

R�1 þ
1

2
k x� xb k2

B�1 ; (2)

where k x kM¼ xT M x. The analysis is given by

xa ¼ xb þ RaH
T R�1d (3)

Ra ¼ ðB�1 þHT R�1HÞ�1
; (4)

where Sa is the error covariance matrix of the analysis [i.e.

xa � Nðxt;RaÞ] and d ¼ y0 �Hxb is the so-called innova-

tion vector. Note that R�1
a � B�1 ¼ HT R�1H � 0, indicat-

ing that the assimilation of observations always improves

the precision of analysis R�1
a with respect to the precision of

the background B
�1.

Let us consider the transformation
~
H ¼ R�

1
2 HB�

1
2, where

B
1
2 and R

1
2 stand for the square roots from the Cholesky

decomposition (e.g. Horn and Johnson, 2012) and the

singular value decomposition
~
H ¼ ~

U~K
~
VT , with

~
K the

diagonal matrix of non-zero singular values ~k1; . . . ; ~kr, and~
U and

~
V unitary matrices of singular vectors ~ui and ~vi,

respectively. Also, transforming
~
d ¼ R�

1
2 d and V ¼ B

1
2

~
V,

eqs. (3) and (4) become

xa ¼ xb þ VðIn þ ~K2Þ�1 ~K
~
UT ~

d

¼ xb þ
Xr

i¼1

~k2
i

1þ ~k2
i

 !
euT

i
ed

~ki

vi

(5)

Ra ¼ B
1
2 ðIn þ

~
HT ~

HÞ�1B
T
2 : (6)

The term in parenthesis is known as the Tychonoff filter

factor (Johnson, 2003). This factor ponders the contribu-

tion of the ith component of the singular value decomposi-

tion in the total analysis. When the corresponding ~ki41,

this contribution is relevant, whereas when ~ki51 the

opposite occurs.

In the particular case when the covariances are scalar

matrices B ¼ r2
bIn and R ¼ r2

oIm, with ratio l2 ¼ r2
o=r

2
b, this

expression simplifies to

xa ¼ xb þ
Xr

i¼1

k2
i

l2

1þ k2
i

l2

0

@

1

AuT
i d

ki

vi (7)

Ra ¼ r2
bV Iþ K2

l2

 !�1

VT ; (8)

using in this case the singular value decomposition

H ¼ UKVT , with L a diagonal matrix of non-zero singular

values k1; . . . ; kr, and U and V unitary matrices of singular

vectors ui and vi, respectively.
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Following from this, let Z be the set of locations of the

stations of a city’s air quality network

Z ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zNg (9)

with zi ¼ ðxi; yiÞ and cardinality jZj ¼ N. To each set Z, we

associate a network of observation sites, and a correspond-

ing sensitivity matrix H and covariance matrix Sa with

quality indicator given by Q(Sa)

Z! H! Ra ! QðRaÞ:

In order to simplify the notation, we will associate to each

network Z the corresponding quality indicator Q(Z).

Z! QðZÞ:

2.1. Precision gain

We introduce total precision of a given network Z

characterised by sensitivity matrix H, as the trace of the

precision matrix of the corresponding analysis, that is

pðZÞ ¼ Tr ðR�1
a Þ ¼ Tr ðB�1 þHT R�1HÞ; (10)

which can be simplified in the case of diagonal error

covariance matrices B and R as follows:

pðZÞ ¼ n

r2
b

þ 1

r2
b

Xr

i¼1

k2
i

l2
: (11)

Then, precision gain is obtained by subtracting the total

precision after assimilation of the network observations

from the total precision before assimilation:

pgðZÞ ¼ Tr ðR�1
a Þ � Tr ðB�1Þ ¼ 1

r2
b

Xr

i¼1

k2
i

l2
: (12)

In simple words, this indicator follows the notion that pre-

cision increases as errors decrease in a quadratic manner.

It is worth noting that this metric is not sensitive to B.

2.2. Information gain

The total information of a random variable x with values in

R
n normally distributed with covariance Sx is given by

iðxÞ ¼ 1

2
lnjR�1

x j �
n

2
ð1þ lnð2pÞÞ: (13)

Therefore, information gain for a network Z characteri-

sed by sensitivity H is obtained by subtracting the total

information after and before the observations of the

network are assimilated:

igðZÞ ¼ iðxaÞ � iðxbÞ

¼ 1

2
lnjR�1

a j �
1

2
lnjB�1j

¼ 1

2

Xr

i¼1

ln 1þ k2
i

l2

 !
:

(14)

An alternative but equivalent definition uses the Kullback-

Liebler distance (Kullback, 1959) as described in Osses

et al. (2013). Since m ponders the relative importance of the

errors in observations and emissions, the extreme cases

correspond to no knowledge of observations relative to

emissions, that is, m0�� so ig�0, and perfect knowledge

of observations relative to emissions, that is, m00 so

ig���.

2.3. Degrees of freedom for the signal

The DFS associated with a network Z characterised by the

sensibility matrix H are given by

dsðZÞ ¼ r� Tr ðB�1RaÞ ¼ r�
Xr

i¼1

1þ k2
i

l2

 !�1

; (15)

where r is the rank of H (note that r � n5m in the

application discussed later). DFS represent the number of

useful pieces of information present in the noisy measure-

ments of a given network in order to effectively retrieve

emissions. It can also be interpreted as the effective rank

(but not integer in general) of the sensitivity matrix (see

Rodgers, 2000). Extreme cases correspond to no knowledge

of observation relative to emissions, that is, m0�� so

ds�0, and perfect knowledge of observations relative to

emissions, that is, m00 so ds�r.

2.4. Comparison among indicators

All previous quality indicators are functions of the analysis

covariance matrix Sa associated with network Z, thus non-

linear functions of the associated sensitivity matrix H.

In the particular case of scalar covariance matrices for

observations (R) and emissions (B), these terms can be

expressed as the ratio li/m, where li are the singular values
of the sensitivity matrix, and m is the ratio between

observational and background deviations, in the general

form
P

i f ki=lð Þ, where the corresponding values for f

are indicated in Table 1. A similar analysis can be done in

the non-diagonal case by using expressions (5) and (6).

Figure 2 compares the behaviour of f for the quality

indicators: pg, ig and ds.
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Calculating the singular values for the full sensitivity

matrix can be cumbersome. For example, in the case of

Santiago shown later, the observation operator for thewhole

domain has 154560 rows and 9660 columns. Thus, to assert

the dependence on singular values, we reviewed a random

sample of 250 networks of 11 stations, and forwhich singular

values were calculated. These calculations indicate that,

on average, �kmin � 10�5 and �kmax � 10. Let us now consider

the singular values in the regions K1 ¼ ½�kmin;
l
10
� and

K2 ¼ ½ l10
; �kmax�. In region L1, all quality metrics expressed

as functions of singular values behave similarly, that is,� k2

l2,

and show negligible differences if compared with respect

to their values in region L2. In region L2, the functions

behave very differently. In this region, and for the random

set of 250 networks, precision gain has the steepest slope.

Furthermore, an average of 70% of the spectrum is in region

L1. The remaining 30% of the spectrum is highly determi-

ned by singular values in region L2, since �f ðK1Þ � 10�3 and
�f ðK2Þ � 1. In order to compare the different quality

indicators in the range of all scales of singular value, a

logarithmic scale in singular values is needed. Precision gain

varies quadratically with singular values in region L2,

whereas DFS show an asymptotic growth, covering the full

range of singular values. Information gain shows a linear

growth, in between precision gain and DFS. For these

reasons, we adopt information gain and DFS as quality

indicators to be applied hereafter in the case of Santiago.

Thus, for the simulated meteorological and dispersion

conditions used for Santiago, the most robust indicators

with respect to the leading singular values correspond to

information gain and DFS, even if DFS is less sensitive to

changes in singular values than information gain.

3. Methodology

In the previous section, we defined a number of metrics to

address information content of a monitoring network.

Each quality indicator Q(Z) is associated, via the covar-

iance matrix of the analysis, with some particular network

Z ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zNg characterised by the geographical loca-

tion of each station zi ¼ ðxi; yiÞ.
We first present the methodology for removing or adding

one station, taking into account the influence of transport

fields as well as the original geographical distribution of the

network. Thereafter, we consider the problem of optimally

distributing in space a given number of stations, taking into

account circulation patterns, and weighting functions such

as population density and emission fluxes. The inclusion of

weighting functions allows a straightforward manner to

ponder the importance of different factors, which in turn

results in targeted optimal networks.

3.1. Reduction, extension and optimal distribution

� Reduction. Consider a quality indicator Q. The reduction

of a network Z by subtracting a station located at

Zi ¼ fðxi; yiÞg in the discrete spatial domain will corre-

spond to a new network Z n Zi. For each station that can be

extracted from the network, we calculate the decrease in

quality by

QðZÞ �QðZ n ZiÞ: (16)

Thus, the greater the decrease in quality for a particular

station, the lower its priority to be removed.
� Extension. Consider a quality indicator Q. The exten-

sion of a network Z by adding a new station located at

Z0 ¼ fðx0; y0Þg in the discrete spatial domain will corre-

spond to the new network Z@Z0. For each possible new

station, we calculate the increase in quality by

QðZ [ Z0Þ �QðZÞ: (17)

Thus, the greater the increase in quality for a potential new

station, the greater its priority to be added.
� Optimal distribution. Consider a quality indicator Q

and a network size N. We find the optimal network by

Table 1. Summary of the main quality indicators for measuring

network quality

Quality indicator Q Definition f k
l

� �

Precision gain pg Tr ðR�1
a Þ � Tr ðB�1Þ 1

r2
b

k2

l2

Information gain ig
1
2
lnjR�1

a j � 1
2
lnjB�1j 1

2
ln 1þ k2

l2

� �

Degrees of freedom ds n� TrðB�1RaÞ 1� 1þ k2

l2

� ��1

See also Fig. 2 for illustration.

10–4 10–3 10–2 10–1 100 101

0

1

2

3

4

5

Singular value

Q
ua

lit
y

degrees of freedom

information gain

precision gain

Fig. 2. Comparison of quality indicators as a function of sin-

gular values l. The vertical continuous black line indicates the

value of the parameter l
10
¼ 0:0075, and the vertical dashed grey

line indicates the value of the parameter m�0.075. The bottom of

the figure shows the distribution of the 644 singular values of the

sensitivity matrix for Santiago’s network in 2009.
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maximising the network’s quality over all networks Z of

size N in the discrete spatial domain D, according to

max
Z 2 D

jZj ¼ N

QðZÞ (18)

This optimisation problem has two major difficulties. First,

the feasible set is discrete, and second the direct evaluation

of all possible values of the objective function is compu-

tationally cumbersome. Therefore, we adopt a heuristic

optimisation algorithm known as simulated annealing (SA)

(e.g. Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis, 1993). This algorithm gives

an estimate of the optimal configuration in a manageable

computation time even with a personal computer. In

the Santiago case, for a network of 11 stations, and a

sensitivity matrix of size 2640�644, corresponding to

11 observation sites over 10 d and 24 hours, and 28�23

emission grids. We simplified the emissions by averaging

over time or by choosing a specific hour. We solved this

problem in 10 hours using a system of two cores of

2.3GHz.

3.2. Simulated annealing

The procedure of SA starts from an initial feasible network

and, at each iteration, it chooses, according to a given

probability, to move to another feasible network in the

vicinity of the current network or stay in the current

network. The mobility of the search algorithm depends on

a global parameter T and it is called temperature. Initially

SA uses large values of T, allowing a random search. Then,

as the values of the objective function increase, the value of

T decreases, restricting the search and ensuring conver-

gence to a local optimum.

For a network quality indicator Q, a feasible network

Z1, a test feasible network Z2, and d ¼ QðZ2Þ �QðZ1Þ, we
define the probabilities

q ¼ 1 if d�0

e
d
T if dB0

�
(19)

qa � Uð½0; 1�Þ: (20)

If d]0, SA moves from Z1 to Z2, increasing the value

of Q. If dB0 and r�ra, SA moves from Z1 to Z2, without

increasing the value of Q, but allowing the function to

increase its value in future iterations. If dB0 and rBra,

SA stays in Z1 and chooses another test network. As

T decreases, the latter ensures the convergence of SA near

the local optimum.

The max�min network, which is a solution of the

problem

max
Z 2 D

jZj ¼ N

min
z1; z2 2 Z
z1 6¼ z2

jjz1 � z2jj (21)

is a network equally spaced along the observation domain.

This is an adequate initial condition for SA.

3.3. Geographical weighting

When designing monitoring networks, in practice one

has to consider different criteria and objectives, as well as

the geographical distribution of information, such as emis-

sions, population density, socioeconomic indexes, among

others. To do so, we apply suitable geographical weights

to the sensitivity matrix. These weights p ¼ ðpiÞi are modu-

lated by a penalisation parameter b]0, according to

Hb ¼ H Pb (22)

where Pb ¼ diagðp
b
2

1; . . . ; p
b
2
nÞ, so we apply a weight p

b
2

j to

each grid point j. Hence, the previous definitions are

slightly modified by changing H by Hb. In particular, this

implies that the singular values of Hb depend on the value

of b. Recall that for a linear tracer such as CO at the city

scale, the sensitivity matrix depends on meteorological

parameters. Thus, the inclusion of parameter b alters the

sensitivity matrix making it sensitive to geographical weights.

This is a simple way to include geographical weights and it

is equivalent to a change of variables in the parameter

space with the same observation equation: y ¼ Hbxþ e,
where xb ¼ P�1

b x.

Figure 3 shows two geographical weights used in this

work, namely population density as in the census for

2002 (www.ine.cl) and CO emission fluxes by Saide et al.

(2011b). The results are strongly modulated by the selection

of the penalisation parameter b. This parameter controls

the relative importance used to correct the sensitivity

matrix given the minima and maxima of a given geogra-

phical field. Note that it is not possible to adjust b in order

to balance the different quality indicators uniformly with

respect to the network since the dependence with respect to

b is logarithmic for information quantity and quadratic for

total precision. The weight and the corresponding chosen

value of b should be defined by the user and it will depend

on the specific objective of the network. In our case, we will

take a value of b that produces an even quality gain for

urban and rural areas when adding a new station (see

Section 4.3 and Fig. 5). In any case for b�0, the weighting

field is not taken into account (uniform weight). In the case

of population and emission distributions, we chose b as a

trade-off between urban and suburban areas; this corre-

sponds to b�0.7 for information gain and b�1.2 for DFS.

6 A. HENRIQUEZ ET AL.
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4. Results

As described earlier, we consider information gain to be the

best metric for assessing the quality of a network for the

case of Santiago de Chile under summer conditions.

Therefore, hereafter we show results using this indicator.

We performed several tests and found similar results using

DFS (not shown).

4.1. Experimental setting

For simulating CO dispersion over Santiago, we adopt the

same modelling tool used by Saide et al. (2009) and Saide

et al. (2011a), currently used by the Chilean Weather Office

for forecasting ozone in summer. This system uses an

air quality platform consisting of the CTM Polyphemus

(Mallet et al., 2007) fed with meteorological fields calcu-

lated with the MM5 model (Grell et al., 1995). The simu-

lations were performed for the 15�25 January 2002 period

using four nested grids with horizontal resolution of 54, 18,

6 and 2 km, respectively. The 2 km resolution domain,

centred in the city of Santiago, was fed into Polyphemus.

The Polyphemus domain is also centred at Santiago, with

70�63 grid cells of 2 km resolution, and 12 vertical levels:

from 13 to 6000m above the surface, with finer resolution

in the boundary layer. These simulations used zero initial

and boundary conditions. Given the relatively clean Pacific

air that arrives in Santiago, these assumptions appear as

reasonable (e.g. Allen et al., 2011).

The sensitivity matrix (H) was calculated using unitary

emissions in a domain of 28�23 cells depicted in Fig. 1.

For building (H), we followed the same procedure as

described by Saide et al. (2011a) for diurnal conditions

between 6:00 and 20:00 hours, local time. Following these

authors, for simplicity and lack of better knowledge, B

and R are treated as scalar matrices, being the error in

emissions 20%, and the error in observations 5%. Note

that the null boundary conditions for CO are far away

from the emission grid, since the CTM simulations were

performed in a bigger and nested mesh. We point out that

for the geographical weights considered in this study, and

for the different initial networks used, the final optimal

networks sometimes presented few stations located near

the boundary of the emission grid (see Figs. 6 and 9) but

not affecting the main orientation or distribution of the

networks identified in Fig. 7. Therefore, for the purposes of

this study, that is, influence of meteorology in the orienta-

tion of the network, influence of the geographical weight,

robustness of the optimisation procedure, and so on, the

chosen emission grid was adequate.

4.2. Reduction of the network

According to our calculations, if one were to remove a

monitoring station from Santiago’s network as in 2009,

using population density as the relevant weighting func-

tion, one would conclude that the removal of station O

would result in the least decrease in quality of the network

(Fig. 4, left panel). In contrast, one would not suggest

removing stations Q, N, M, L or F, removal of which

would result in a significant loss in network quality. If

instead, the factor under consideration was CO emissions,

one would still remove O and suggest keeping S, Q, P, V, M

and T. Thus, depending on the network’s objectives, one

would prioritise to keep different sets of stations.

It is interesting to note that the potential removal of

stations O and R has the least impact on the quality of the

network for assessing CO, either considering population

density or emission fluxes. This is independent of their close

geographical location. In fact, if we remove either station

or if we merge the two stations by averaging their

sensitivity values, the final quality decrease map is similar

to the one shown in Fig. 4. This means that O and R share
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Fig. 3. Weighting functions applied in this work. The upper

panel shows logarithm of population density (hab/km2). The lower

panel shows logarithm of normalised CO summer emission fluxes

(mol km�2 h�1). The white contour indicates the approximate

urban�rural limit of Santiago in 2010. White circles show the

location of monitoring stations in 2009.
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information and that the information provided by these

stations is less relevant to the network’s quality. This is

firstly because the summer circulation in Santiago shows a

clear southwest to northeast axis (following the predomi-

nant wind direction) and secondly because neither popula-

tion nor emission density is distinct over this area. The

former results in a relatively larger sensitivity of stations

along the circulation axis and he latter results in too small

a weighting factor to change the sensitivity for O and R.

In the case of station S in the southeast of Santiago, the

weighting factor is significant enough to counteract the fact

that this station is off the predominant wind direction.

Station T, which is located along the air circulation (SW to

NE), increases its importance when emission criteria are

prioritized because it is located close to a major highway

with relatively large emissions. To verify these results, we

calculated our metrics for the case b�0, finding that that

stations located in areas with the lowest density of stations

(e.g. T) are those that have the largest impact on the

quality of the network. It must be pointed out that these

results use a sensitivity matrix restricted to diurnal condi-

tions, when circulation and stability patterns are better

captured by the dispersion model (e.g. Saide et al., 2011a).

Thus, by no means do we question the location of stations

O and R in the west of the city, which in fact capture the

nocturnal maxima in pollution conditions (e.g. Saide et al.,

2011b).

All in all, our results for summer conditions suggest that

downtown stations are important from the point of view of

total information content regarding CO. A previous study

that considered multiple species using statistical informa-

tion indexes by Osses et al. (2013) also suggested retention

of downtown stations. These stations were in fact deemed

to be the most representative of dispersion patterns for the

Santiago basin, considering all species and all hours of the

day, and all seasons of the year.
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Fig. 4. Decreases in network’s quality after removing stations. The centre of the circles indicates the position of the stations and each
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4.3. Extension of the network

Here, we address the question of where to add stations

so that the quality of the network increases by growing

information content. In other words, we calculate the

information gain provided by adding a monitoring station

in every grid box lacking monitoring at present. According

to the values of the sensitivity matrix and the weight-

ing function used, one may determine the change in

information gain. In this way, we can build an information

gain map as shown in Fig. 5. Both weighting functions

suggest the addition of stations in the urban north and

northeast areas of the basin, and in the suburban areas to the

west and south of the city. This follows from the coincident

geographical patterns of population and emission fields.

In fact, the main difference between the suggested new sites

is in a location southwest of the city, which appears when

Fig. 6. Optimal networks according to wind pattern. Upper row: morning sensitivity weighted by population density (left), by CO

emission fluxes (centre), and morning winds (right). Lower row: the same but for the afternoon sensitivity and afternoon winds.

Fig. 7. Comparison among optimal networks using Hausdorff distance (in 8), and geometrical dispersion (in 8) for a set of 18 optimal

networks for different hours of the day, initial conditions for SA and quality indicators. Black diamonds indicate the initial configurations

used in the optimisation procedure: 1) Santiago 2009, 2) max�min and 3) synthetic. A sketch of each network is also shown. Stars indicate

the optimal networks for morning hours, circles correspond to afternoon hours and triangles to average diurnal conditions. Networks

obtained using information gain (degrees of freedom for signal) are shown by grey shaded (white) symbols.
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weighting the sensitivity matrix by emissions along the

highway, as was mentioned earlier. Interestingly, the exten-

sion of the network that took place in 2009 did add station T

in the southwest of the basin, a conclusion that is supported

by evaluating the information gain for the 2005 network.

This is discussed in the following section.

4.4. Optimal network

Next, we address the question of designing the optimal

network for a given sensitivity matrix, that is, we search for

the network that maximises its quality indicator, in this

case information gain. To do so, we start with a network

of 11 stations evenly distributed in the domain using a

max�min approach. We then optimise the network using

simulated annealing. As in the previous section, the result-

ing optimal network follows from both the dispersion

patterns embedded in the sensitivity matrix and the weigh-

ting function used. If we use H with no weighting or a

radial weighting centred in the middle of the domain, the

optimal network shows an axis along the prevailing wind

direction, with a more even distribution in the morning

hours than in the afternoon hours (not shown). In the

morning, the low wind speeds (53 m/s) and inhibited

vertical mixing result in a larger sensitivity to the impact

of neighbouring grid boxes compared to the impact of grid

boxes farther away. Under these conditions, the resulting

optimal distribution shows a larger spatial spread, that is,

it privileges the coverage of the domain. In the afternoon,

high wind speeds and vigorous vertical mixing result in a

less geographically spread distribution. But since no weight

is used, the stations tend to be located outside the city.

Considering the modified sensitivity matrix by weighting

functions, the corresponding optimal networks have similar

characteristics, but the coverage of the domain is now

complemented with stations in the city according to the

weighting functions. These results are illustrated in Fig. 6.

4.5. Intercomparison of optimal networks

A network Z ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zNg can be characterised by two

independent geometrical parameters. One corresponds to

the Hausdorff distance with respect to a reference network

Z? (Huttenlocher et al., 1993), defined as:

dHðZ;Z0Þ ¼ max sup
z2Z z02Z0

inf jjz� z0jj;sup
z02Z0 z2Z

inf jjz� z0jj
� �

; (23)

which can be loosely defined as the maximum distance

between two separated points but still close enough to be

members of the same set of points (network). A second para-

meter is the spread or spatial dispersion of the network:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

X

z2Z

jjz� �zjj2
s

; (24)

where �z corresponds to the centroid of the network. Other

shape indicators such as centroid, skewness, main direction

and eccentricity may also be used. In Fig. 7, we show the

corresponding Hausdorff distance and geometrical disper-

sion for a set of 18 optimal networks according to different

hours of the day, initial networks for SA and quality

indicators. These optimal networks were generated starting

from three very different configurations, namely, the actual

Santiago network in 2009, the maximum coverage config-

uration (max�min approach) and a synthetic network.

The synthetic configuration has an orientation roughly per-

pendicular to Santiago’s network. We determine optimal

networks using both information gain and DFS as quality

indicators. Furthermore, to characterise the influence of

wind fields, we present the results for morning and after-

noon hours, and also for the average diurnal conditions.

The Hausdorff distance is calculated with respect to

Santiago’s network in 2009. In all cases, we use population

density as weighting function. Independent of the starting

network, hour of the day and quality indicator, all optimal

networks have more spatial coverage (dispersion) and are

distant from the current configuration of Santiago’s net-

work. In other words, according to our calculations, the

current configuration is suboptimal. Depending on the

wind and dispersion conditions, the optimal networks may

require more (morning) or less (afternoon) spatial coverage

as discussed in Section 4.4. Note that both information

gain and DFS are robust quality criteria with respect to the

choice of the initial network and converge to optimal

networks with similar characteristics as shown in Fig. 7.

4.6. Evolution of a network

Finally, we compare the actual evolution of Santiago’s air

monitoring network with that of the optimal network

according to our calculations for summer conditions. We

use information gain weighted by emissions, starting each

time from the actual distribution and adding/removing

the number of stations actually added/removed over time

in Santiago. Except in 2002, when stations were removed,

the quality of the network has improved over time, with

today’s network being roughly twice as informative as the

network of 1988 (Fig. 8).

Note that the methodology to obtain an optimal network

of 11 stations is different from the methodology to evolve a

network by adding stations ‘one to one’ in an optimal way.

In principle, one could obtain different results. Here we noted

that the resulting networks are similar in shape and quality.
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Figure 9 illustrates the spatial distribution of stations

according to the actual evolution and the corresponding

optimal evolution, considering information gain and a

sensitivity matrix pondered by emissions. Each optimisa-

tion contemplates the same number of added stations as in

the actual evolution for the transitions between 1988 and

1997, and between 1997 and 2009. We include a future

scenario considering the addition of three stations, both

starting with the 2009 configuration. Our results suggest

adding stations in the southwest and northeast of the city.

In fact, this example shows how to construct and justify a

feasible change in the actual real network by mixing the

different methodologies of the previous sections (adding,

optimising, evolving).

5. Summary and conclusions

We have presented a methodology to evaluate the quality

of an air pollutant monitoring network. The methodology

uses quality metrics calculated on the basis of a sensitivity

matrix estimated by means of dispersion modelling, that is,

it is formulated in a variational framework as emissions

and observations are connected by means of a sensitivity

matrix calculated with a CTM. The metrics evaluated are

precision gain, information gain and DFS. These metrics

are expressed in a common framework defined by the

singular values of the sensitivity matrix and the covariance

matrices that characterise the errors in emissions and

observations. The methodology allows the assessment of

adding or removing stations in a network and the more

general situation of optimally distributing a given number

of stations in a domain taking into account transport

patterns in a city. Compared with statistical approaches

addressing the optimal design of monitoring networks, the

use of a variational framework is advantageous in that it

explicitly factors in air circulation patterns and it allows the

assessment of future scenarios. However, it requires the use

of CTMs to calculate sensitivity matrices, albeit for linear

tracers such as CO at the city scale.

We applied the methodology to evaluate the evolu-

tion and optimal design of Santiago de Chile’s air quality

network. We show evidence of the importance of consider-

ing multiple factors when designing and modifying a

network. In particular, we address the impacts of transport

patterns and of geographically varying characteristics such

as population density and emissions. For instance, down-

town stations in Santiago are key to the quality of the

network, a finding that is consistent with previous studies

(Osses et al., 2013). This follows from their location along

the main axis of air circulation in a relatively flat area of

the basin, and the high emission and population densities.

Also, as the spatial coverage of the network has increased
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by adding peripheral stations (e.g. T, V, S), so has its

quality increased as determined by information gain and

other metrics. In fact, according to our results, the quality

of the network has increased over time, with the present

configuration being twice as informative for CO as it was in

1998. Still, the evolution has been suboptimal, and it can

be significantly improved by integrating more suburban

stations in the southwest of the basin. Again, these conclu-

sions refer to diurnal conditions in summer. The purpose of

this work was nevertheless to review the use of various

quality metrics for characterising monitoring networks

and to illustrate its use in a coherent framework. Future

works should address the development of more accurate

scenarios, consider nocturnal conditions and factor in the

seasonal variability in circulation patterns, as well as other

design objectives such as identifying maximum impact

areas in terms of air pollution.
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